GLASS ETCHING TUTORIAL

Check out www.melissaesplin.com for more tutorials.

Supplies:
Roll of Contact Paper
Glassware
Junk Brush
Bonefolder
X-Acto Knife
Pencil
Armour Etch Acid

Step 1:
Clean your glassware and dry thoroughly. Apply contact paper to the outside of the glass. Smooth out bubbles with a bonefolder.

Step 2:
With a pencil or sharpie marker, make your marks. If you don’t want to hand draw the image, print out the desired design on regular paper and tape image onto contact paper.

Step 3:
With an X-acto knife or scalpel, cut and remove contact paper for etching.

Step 4:
In a well ventilated room, generously apply armour etch acid with a junk brush. Wait 5-10 minutes for acid to etch the glass.

Step 5:
Rinse and wash glass, brush and your hands thoroughly with soap. Remove contact paper, dry, and enjoy.

Children must be supervised by an adult if doing this project. X-acto knives and etching acid are not forgiving!!!